
Notes and Assumptions 

Notes 

Borders around boxes for "button" classes 

 Use box-sizing: border-box.  Note that IE 8 doesn't recognize border-box on elements with min/max-width or min/max-

height.  IE 7 and below do not recognize box-sizing at all.  Noted that my bank quit supporting IE 7 & 8. 

[https://css-tricks.com/box-sizing/ - "Known Issues" at bottom of article] 

 

Assumptions 

Ephox EditLive! Editor 

 Assuming that it will be possible to use the Ephox EditLive! editor "code" tab to build the div tags and then do everything 

else from design mode. 

 Courtney mentioned that they were considering getting a new nonJava-based editor.  Assuming that if we start with 

Ephox EditLive!, it will be possible to convert to the new editor without any problems. 

 

High-level Concept 

An observation...  noticed that by using the code tab of the EditLive! Editor, the properties in the CSS classes in the external 

style sheet could be overridden or supplemented by using the html inline "style=" attribute.  Also noticed that the Ephox 

EditLive! editor creates inline styles, which can be viewed in the code editor.  So if it is ok for Ephox to do it, it is ok for me to do 

it too – right? 

As a result of this observation two (2) things...   

 wondered if it would be possible to create a set of standard classes in the external style sheet for styling div tags in the 

html.  The classes would set the initial width and other relevant properties for desktop mode and then set just the width 

for the other three modes - iPad portrait, iPhone landscape and iPhone portrait. 

 

 wondered if it would be possible to use the OI CMS Ephox EditLive! editor "code" mode to create stacking content 
blocks using the aforementioned classes and overriding or adding relevant CSS properties with the “style=” attribute.  
Then use "design" mode to create the content in the blocks, thereby obtaining the productivity benefit of using the 
WYSIWYG editor. 
here are two (2) examples of using the editor "code" mode to create stacking content blocks... 
just the class : <div class="iblock08"> 
class with higher-level rule override : <div class="iblock03" style="text-align: left;"> 

 

Practical application...  our home page has a set of seven (7) icons on the top line and further down there are two (2) rows of 

three (3) icons each.  So initially was looking at two (2) classes to handle mobile-friendly presentation of the icons across the four 

(4) devices defined in the OI CMS media queries.  Decided to call the classes block07 and block03 - seven (7) blocks to a line and 

three (3) blocks to a line. 

 

Update Sep-02-2016...  Yes, the initial observation is working successfully.  See “Stacking Content Blocks in OI CMS Test 

System” at the end of my index page for link to page of list of all test pages in ETSQA OI CMS test instance. 


